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Problem & Opportunity
● Public purpose core to Berkeley mission, identity

● Massive societal challenges where our research 
contributes, especially through sustained 
partnerships to enhance “relevance, rigor, and 
reach” (Balazs & Morello-Frosch, 2013) 

● Yet we lack sustained institutional supports for 
partnered scholarship for public purpose 

● Peer universities grappling with this issue, making 
strategic changes; where can we learn + lead?



Overarching Aims of Initiative
● Aligned with public mission and strategic 

plan, enhance UC Berkeley’s public impact of 
our research by supporting and elevating 
partnered scholarship for public impact

● Catalyze institutional changes to strengthen 
rewards, reduce barriers experienced by 
Berkeley investigators and external partners 
engaged in partnered research

○ Beyond work-arounds & staffing up to 
buffer pain points (not all can do, 
replicates resources)
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William T. Grant Foundation Institutional Challenge Grant - Investigator Team
Building on 6+ years of networking, incubation, and external partnership development across disciplines and units: 

● VCRO-funded Youth & Inequalities Initiative (Emily Ozer, Prudence Carter, Coco Auerswald co–PIs) 
● Innovations for Youth; Social Science Matrix; Ford Foundation funding
● Support from Berkeley VCRO, Schools of Public Health, Social Welfare, & Education

http://wtgrantfoundation.org/grants/institutional-challenge-grant
https://i4y.berkeley.edu/Our%20team
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Lifting Diverse Public Scholarship 

Community 
engaged 
scholarship

Social justice 
scholarship

Climate 
science

Implementation 
science

Policy 
scholarship

Civil & Env 
Engineering

Health sciences
Social Science

Humanities STEM

Participatory 
research 

City 
Planning
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Faculty 
evaluation for 
promotion 
and merit

Ethics and 
institution
al review 
boards 
(IRBs)

Communica-
tions and 
fundraising

Research 

Administration

Key Pain 
Points
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How might we build on and 
better coordinate our public 
purpose strengths to accelerate 
and show our research relevance 
and impact? 
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“commons”

Amplify 
collective 
research impact 
through 
interdisciplinary 
& cross-unit 
collaborations

Promote 
ethical & 
effective best 
practices for 
research 
partnerships

Raise visibility 
of research to 
ourselves & 
public 
stakeholders

Diverse faculty 
& grad 
student 
recruitment & 
retention
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Stronger commons can provide metaphorical light and water 
for diverse public purpose gardens across units and disciplines; 
some issues most relevant to partnered scholarship
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Actionable Next Steps:

1. Please complete this brief four-item form to be in the loop 
on future communications, and potentially give input as part 
of our Berkeley’s public impact scholarship community.  It will 
also help us know the landscape of constituents. 

2. OPHS is conducting a data-gathering effort to hear from 
investigators who face gray areas, challenges, or delays when 
conducting community-engaged and partnered human 
subjects research that doesn’t fit the mold of traditional 
investigator-driven protocols. To inform on issues and 
support needed, please contact OPHS at 
ophs@berkeley.edu with CES in the subject line, so that 
OPHS can be informed as to the issues that your ORU and 
networks face. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSenOYLh4VbjrAbrr9kU6LymnpYFEO3BYzudxHpxJj4idpv9qw/viewform?usp=sf_link


Optional extra 
slides 
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Peer institutions have designed their own versions of 
the commons to accelerate public impact scholarship.
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Our Path Forward
 
● Outcomes for today

○ Feedback on framing, commons concept 

○ Who will champion this sustained 
institutional work? Where to locate it? 

○ Where do these commitments show up, 
e.g. in Light the Way, portfolio, reporting?

○ Structure and functions - Admin & Senate
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Our “Circle” of Focus

● Big tent/“garden” of research partnerships with CBO’s, 
government & policy organizations, schools, etc.

● Focus on research mission & faculty scholarship

● Across positionalities, approaches that value and 
partner with non-academic experts in shaping research 
questions, designs, implications

○ E.g. social scientists with strong policy and 
practice partnerships, field-based scientists, 
“community-engaged” scholars



Berkeley Institutional Change
● A “commons” organizational structure to connect, support, sustain: 

● Who wakes up every day focusing on strengthening conditions for 
partnered research and public impact?

● Strengthen recognition & valuing of partnered research, promoting 
incentives and addressing pain points in:

○ Faculty career advancement (merit/promotion processes at unit 
and campus levels)

○ IRB, data use agreements, MOU’s, administrative/financial 
burdens for investigators and external partners

● Training pathways:  Sustained and scaled supports for recruiting, 
funding, and training grad and undergrad students across labs and 
units (e.g. “public purpose” pathways)
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/10qhhooBq6DGG7QqVX2MhM6gIeFH4IZlt_5zzR1haOX0/edit?usp=sharing

